The time dependence of relaxation for many substances near their glass transition region is often found accurately to obey a "stretched exponential" form, exp[ -(tl~) ], with the stretching exponent in the range 0 & a & 1. It is the objective of this paper to relate a and~to gross topographical features of the many-particle potential-energy hypersurface. The multidimensional basin representation for the potential energy, supplied by the inherent structure theory of condensed phases, offers a convenient analytical framework. The relaxation time spectrum for stretched exponential behavior thus is related to the manner in which basins can be aggregated in the multidimensional con6guration space into "metabasins, " using a transition free-energy criterion. A conclusion of the analysis is that a should decline with decreasing temperature; some limited experimental and simulational support exists for this proposition. In addition, the usually found non-Arrhenius behavior for~is connected by the study to the increasing extent of branching and tortuosity of basins inhabited as the temperature declines.
I. INTRODUCTION g(t)=gcexp[ -(t/~) ] .
The stretching exponent a lies in the range 0&@&1, It will be helpful at the outset to recall the primary experimental attributes of good glass-forming substances, i.e. , those that can be readily supercooled (without nu- cleation} to a rather well-defined "glass transition temperature" Tg. For pure substances that melt at temperature T and are good glass formers, Tg occurs at about 0.7T . ' 
and in light of Eq. (2.2) we can make the identification v=maxo(g) .
where the X; are mean thermal deBroglie wavelengths for the respective species, and where the average indicated in the first line covers basins of the species denoted by the given order parameters. Though it is somewhat more cumbersome to write, a quantum version of the f, definition could be cited. ' As remarked in the Introduction the (vibrational) heat capacity of many glasses below Tg is simi lar to that of the crystal 1ine phases, suggesting at least for those cases that f, is relatively insensitive to variations in the g.
The pair of functions cr and f"suffice to determine the thermal equilibrium state of the system at any temperature, and density or pressure. The appropriate freeenergy function, Helmholtz or Gibbs for constant volume The quantity 0. is k~t imes the configurational, or packing, entropy per particle in the state with given order parameters.
Intrabasin excursions away from the 4 minimum arise from vibrational motions. Large amplitude excursions can be very anharmonic and can be interrupted by a transition into a neighboring basin. In the large system limit of primary concern here, mean vibrational properties of all of the basins for a given g will be virtually identical.
Specifically this is true for the intrabasin vibrational free energy, which on a per-particle basis will be denoted by f". The formal definition of this temperature-dependent property, using classical statistical mechanics, is as follows (P= 1/kii T):
or constant pressure, respectively, is given on a perparticle basis by min [f,(g, p) 
(2.7)
III. INTERBASIN KINETICS Dynamical details of intrabasin vibrational motions
have little direct relevance to glass relaxational phenomena. A more coarse-grained dynamical description, which accounts only for time dependence of basin occupancy, is sufficient, and for that purpose we let p"(t) represent the probability that the system inhabits configuration space basin B"at time t. The master equation for these probabilities is:" dp"(t)
The conserved energy for the system (including the piston if the constant-pressure protocol applies) has been denoted by E. The transition rates J( "and K"obviously depend on E, and must sati. sfy the condition of detailed balance. If M"(E) is the phase-space measure of basin B"at energy E, then this condition requires
where A""(E)-: A,, "(E). (3.7)
Here g"represents the location of basin equivalence class p in the order parameter space.
The configurational entropy function in g space will be denoted by S(g', E). It includes both packing and vibrational contributions, and is given by 
'N[a(g)+cr(g)]I((B& (E))) .
(3.9)
(3.10)
In the large-system limit the order parameters become continuous variables, so that the discrete v summation in 
where coo(g') is a frequency factor, and P is the inverse temperature quantity appropriate for system energy E. It should be stressed that co0 may depend strongly on the order parameters g. Activation free energies F'(p~v) and F'(v~p, ) for forward and for reverse transitions generally will be unequal.
The activation free energies can now be used to formulate a criterion for basin aggregation. More precisely, equivalence classes for basins will be grouped together to form larger "metabasins. " By construction, free-energy barriers within any metabasin will be low, while those between metabasins will be higher. Consequently, most motions (relaxations) within metabasins will be rapid, while those between metabasins will be slower.
Introduce 
which parallels the form utilized in Eq. (4.1). Here tu"(g) is an appropriate frequency factor for the g-level metabasins. Processes faster than those described by Eq. (4.2) have become intra-metabasin processes.
Just as was the case before aggregation, transitions between metabasins should involve localized rearrangements of O(1) particles. But now there are far fewer such transitions to be considered, as indeed there are far fewer metabasins than basins. In principle, it is possible to enumerate metabasins at aggregation level g by specifying a characteristic 3-space volume v (ri) within which, on average, a single localized transition that switches between metabasins could be expected to occur. " In ac- Free energy changes along paths connecting the bottoms of distinct metabasins necessarily exceed g.
In order to make the aggregation process unique for a given g, it is necessary to proceed sequentially, starting with the equivalence class of deepest available basins (these correspond to amorphous packings, as mentioned at the end of Sec. II). After having identified the aggregate containing these basins, the same procedure is then applied to those that remain to form the second metabasin. This operation is continued until all basin equivalence classes have been exhausted. In principle, the same sequential formation method for metabasins must be followed for each new value of g.
It is obvious that the number of metabasins will be less than exp(vN), the original number of basin equivalence classes, and will be monotonically decreasing with g. 
